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Innogrind applies more than 35 years of grinding technology know-how to solving the challenging 
problem of grinding burn. Using high-end measurement and analysis techniques such as Barkhausen 
Noise Analysis and X-ray diffraction, we are able to investigate and understand the dynamics of 
specific grinding processes. This in turn enables us to improve and optimize these processes.
Furthermore, we have also developed in-house the unique 3D-printed INNOZL™ titanium 
coolant nozzle. Since its introduction, this nozzle has brought about a worldwide revolution in 
the reduction and prevention of grinding burn by means of efficient coolant delivery to grinding 
processes.
For more information on INNOZL™, please visit www.innozl.com
The detection and subsequent prevention of grinding burn: this is the mission of Innogrind, and 
it has been our driving force since 2009. A force that has brought us to today’s service offering for 
the analysis and optimization of grinding processes. Our success in this field is due in part to our 
cooperation with strong partners in the industry, such as Stresstech and Hirt-Line, and we also offer 
solutions based on Barkhausen analysis and X-ray diffraction. In addition, we also provide training 
for grinding operators.
Innogrind also offers a concrete solution for the prevention of grinding burn, with our self-
developed INNOZL™ coolant nozzle. Combine the INNOZL™ with a Hirt-Line pipework system, 
and you have a complete and highly stable 50 bar coolant delivery system for burn-free grinding.

Services 
Process analysis in grinding
When it comes to the analysis, detection and solution of grinding burn, there is no partner more 
competent than Innogrind BV.
Grinding is an industrial process that generates considerable heat. If this heat is not quickly 
removed by a suitable cooling process, it can have an adverse effect on the service life of the 
product. Grinding burn is a common cause of machine or engine component failure. Innogrind 
offers a total solution to this problem, from detection of the cause, through to specific measures 
aimed at prevention of thermal damage. For the assessment and optimization of your grinding 
processes, we offer Barkhausen Noise Analysis and X-ray Diffraction. Moreover, we can provide 
significant added value to the cooling of your grinding process with the Innogrind-developed 
INNOZL™ coolant nozzle.

Training
Innogrind provides practice-based grinding training on your premises. Giving simple tools to your 
staff to improve the ability to solve grinding burn problems.
Don’t ask your employees to seek the limits; instead, give them the tools they need to go beyond 
the limits.

Stress technologies
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) – Barkhausen Noise Analysis (BNA)
For questions or enquiries, please contact us by email or phone.
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